platforming the business

World's First Blockchain and
Cryptocurrency Powered
Business As A Service “BaaS” Platform

Business as a Service Model
Blatform is installing and operating everything,
Business Partner only needs to deal with customers.

Blatform is an ecosystem of Blockchain Powered
Business As A Service Platforms.
Blatform will offer ready-to-work, off-the-shelf
platforms to entrepreneurs to start a new business in
days.
Blatform, makes it possible for an entrepreneur to
start a business with minimum investment.

What is a BaaS Platform?
BaaS Platform “BP” is a ready to run “off the shelf”
business.
Blatform will setup all the software and hardware
components and do all the integrations in advance,
covering all the third parties to run the platform.
In a classic White Label Approach after hiring the
platform you need some more third-party integrations
and accounts too, but in Blatfom you will only select
what you want, upload your Logo, read the training
manuals and start your business in days.

Pricing for Blatform Platforms
Blatform Platform price will practically be free to
support entrepreneurs who want to start a business
based on Blockchain Ecosystem.
Major financial contidion is; Blockchain Business
Platform User need to lock fiat currency equivalent
amount of Blatform Tokens on the Blatform
Management Platform.
•

If the user stops the service, user will be able to
get the locked tokens %100 back

•

If staked Blatform Token’s USD value passes the
staked amount needed for running the platform,
user will be able to withdraw the difference from
the platform

Benefits
Blockchain Business Platforms “BBP”
BaaS Platforms are complete Cloud Services like White
Label Services that covers everything to run a business,
based on blockchain and cryptocurrency.
One major difference for Blatform’s BaaS Platforms are
that the platform is installed separately and all
computing resources that platform run are dedicated
to the owner of the service.

Blatform Token & Sales Information
Blatform ICO project is started on 1st June 2021 as PREICO, ICO will start on 31st July 2021 and on 31 March
2022 Discounted ICO sales will end.

Platform Partner Model
Platform Marketplace
Blatform will also open the total infrastructure to all
Blockchain Technology and Service Developers who
want to create Platforms at Blatform. This way
Blatform Platform Partner will create services on
Blatform and will open it worldwide to Blockchain &
Cryptocurrency Community, Entrepreneurs and
Companies.

* FORM Credit price is increasing with each "Round", you can
get information by visiting https://www.blatform.io/ico for
the current price.
** FORM Credit ICO end listing price is set at $1.00 as of
December 2021 but may be listed at a higher price based on
incoming demand.

www.blatform.io

